Reckless Decisions May Wreck
the OEM Automotive Industry
written by Jack Lifton | January 6, 2023
A decision to support alternate non fossil fueled energy
technologies, which has been made by ideologically driven
politicians reacting to voter polls, flawed models and end-ofthe-world enthusiasts is upending the world’s largest
manufacturing industry, OEM automotive, and the financializers
taking advantage of the turmoil have thrown the retail commodity
metals markets into chaos. This cannot end well.
Should we accept the incompetence of those who ignore
foreseeable consequences and are “surprised” and call them
unintended consequences? Expertise is not just detailed factual
knowledge of a subject; it is also the ability to reason out the
consequences of ignoring that factual knowledge when planning.
Thus, the global “reserve” of lithium is not the amount of
lithium in the earth’s crust (so-called “earth abundance, a
measure of availability wrongly used by many academics). It is
that amount of lithium accessible to us economically as defined
by current and foreseeable exploration, environmental, and
technological capabilities of the mining and refining
industries, globally.
You may have noticed that as the necessity for lithium has
increased so has its price. Yet, all we hear from the “experts”
is that the cost of lithium-ion batteries must and will decline
as their use scales upward. The experts tell us that the lithium
price increase is only a temporary effect caused by a temporary
imbalance between supply and demand. The price, the experts tell
us, reflects the high cost of opening new lithium sources, but
it, the price, they assure us, will sharply decline when the

supply meets the demand. The negative effect that this
prediction has upon mining finance, and thus commodity
production and supply, seems to have been overlooked by the
“experts.”
The Chinese domestic economy accounts for 82% of the production
of lithium-ion batteries and 60% of the global processing of
lithium for all purposes. The price of lithium is thus set by
Chinese demand and supply. Mining finance is thus dependent on
Chinese industry to value the target product and revenue from a
lithium mine and refinery, but the Chinese economy is based on a
detailed and well-articulated industrial policy, which
prioritizes government goals through subsidies and cheap loans
to targeted industries. Thus, Chinese lithium prices are not
market-driven, so that dependence upon them for investment
planning by non-Chinese institutional investors is extremely
risky. It is the same for any commodity under Chinese control.
This year, 2023, we will be told by the experts that any
reduction in the lithium price is proof of the rebalancing of
supply and demand, but, in fact, it is more likely that it is a
move away from lithium as an asset class by financializers
souring on commodities and returning their complex trading to
the traditional usual “experts traders.” Chinese entities and
their government are notoriously opaque about production levels,
inventories and balance sheets. Mandarin fluent experts make
their living by reading Chinese “official” statistics and
speculating from those along with fantasizing what’s in the
minds of Chinese officials who plan and execute industrial
policy without any interest whatsoever in the welfare of the
non-Chinese world.
An oxymoronically named “Intelligence” group of self-described
“analysts” has “studied” the situation and has now decreed that
300 new lithium mines will be needed to reach the EV production

goals set by (well-named) “green experts” for 2030. Perhaps
these “expert analysts” know so little of natural resource
economics, mining costs and the staffing of mining companies
that they believe that this is possible. It is not. Existing
mines have lifetimes. Their output declines with age. New
discoveries take decades to bring into production and are
limited to lifetime output declines. It will take an enormous
outlay of capital to increase annual lithium production much
beyond current outputs and an enormous amount of capital to
maintain that output. Does this bode well for decreased lithium
pricing?
A sharp decrease in lithium pricing will mean not that supply
and demand have balanced due to increasing demand but that
miners have determined that demand is peaking, or, worse yet,
that future demand goals cannot be reached and so that further
discovery and development is a waste of shareholder value (I
think that ESG was devised and has been adopted by financiers to
head off this very issue).
For American durable goods manufacturing companies facing
deglobalization, regionalization, and even national re-focusing
on supply chains the real question is: Can the EV and magnet
industries be vertically integrated within the political unit in
which they operate? I’ll save the acne-challenged experts the
trouble of studying this complex question. The answer is
assuredly NO. As usual, the markets will determine who are the
winners and losers. The US government, also, as usual, can be
counted upon to make uninformed, anti-free market, and poor
choices.

Kicking off the new year
right, Clean Air Metals to
advance its Thunder Bay North
Critical Minerals Project
written by Dean Bristow | January 6, 2023
I can’t say that I know a lot, if anything, about royalty or
streaming deals for hard rock miners. However, based merely on
historical transactions I’ve read along the way, I think it
seems like a pretty big deal when a company can raise C$15
million for a Net Smelter Return (NSR) royalty on a project that
only has a Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) completed thus
far. Am I missing something? I’m probably missing a lot of
things, but I do know that any junior miner is ecstatic to raise
C$15 million in one deal from one source. That kind of working
capital is the lifeblood of small explorers, and goes a long way
towards drilling up and expanding any existing resource, doing a
Pre-Feasibility Study (PFS) and generally allowing a Company to
continue going about doing what it does best rather than
stressing about where the next source of funding is going to
come from.
On December 19, 2022, Clean Air Metals Inc. (TSXV: AIR | OTCQB:
CLRMF) announced it had closed the first tranche in the amount
of C$10 million of a C$15 million mineral royalty financing
agreement with Triple Flag Precious Metals Corp. (TSX: TFPM |
NYSE: TFPM). The agreement features a 2.5% NSR mining royalty
for all mineral products produced on Clean Air’s Thunder Bay
North Critical Minerals (Platinum, Palladium, Copper, Nickel)
Project in Northern Ontario, Canada. If something seems familiar
about this deal, readers may recall Triple Flag’s 3.5% NSR

agreement with the nearby Talon Metals Corp. (TSX: TLO) in 2019,
who has since struck agreements with Tesla for battery metal
supply and could receive US$114 million of US government grants
towards project construction and execution costs for Talon’s
Battery Minerals Processing Facility in North Dakota.
Now I’m not saying that Clean Air Metals is on its way to
following in the footsteps of Talon Metals, but it does give you
an idea of what the possibilities out there are for mining
companies focused on important battery materials. And Clean Air
Metals has a pretty good portfolio of exactly the kinds of
metals that EV battery and car manufacturers are looking for
these days. The Company’s flagship asset, the 100% owned, highgrade Thunder Bay North Project, a platinum, palladium, copper,
nickel project is located near the City of Thunder Bay, Ontario
and the Lac des Iles Mine owned by Impala Platinum. The Thunder
Bay North Project hosts the twin magma conduit bodies which host
the Current and Escape deposits forming the basis for a PEA
filed January 12, 2022.
The Lac des Iles Mine is noteworthy because Clean Air Metals
Executive Chair Jim Gallagher was the former CEO of North
American Palladium Ltd. which owned the Lac des Iles Mine prior
to the sale to Impala Platinum in December 2019. Jim and his
team are credited with the mine turnaround and creation of
significant value for shareholders. Now he, and COO Mike
Garbutt, lead an experienced technical team who are using the
Norilsk magma conduit stratigraphic and mineral deposit model to
guide ongoing exploration and development pre-feasibility
studies for a low-carbon, all-electric sustainable mining
operation at Thunder Bay North.
Proceeds of the Triple Flag royalty financing will be used: (i)
to finance the last installment payment of C$1.5 million cash to
earn a 100% interest in the Thunder Bay North Project and the

Escape Project, now collectively called the Thunder Bay North
Critical Minerals Project; (ii) to complete the Prefeasibility
Study for the Project pursuant to National Instrument 43-101
under supervision of Chief Operating Officer Mike Garbutt,
P.Eng.; (iii) to advance environmental and regulatory permitting
activities; and (iv) to advance further exploration activities.
The Company plans exploration drilling of high-value massive
sulphide targets in Q1 of 2023, with a mineral resource update
in Q2 and delivery of a PFS and 2P mineable reserves by Q4.
To

summarize,

Clean

Air

Metals

has:

experienced

management…check; area geological knowledge…check; ample working
capital…check; and a robust PEA as a starting point…check. This
C$31 million market cap company appears to be well positioned to
succeed going forward but there is still a lot of work to be
done. At least they can focus on the task at hand for the next
few months without the pressure of worrying about that next
capital raise.

The
Critical
Minerals
Institute’s Battle of the ESG
Titans: Does ESG Work or
Matter In Critical Minerals
Mining?
written by Tracy Weslosky | January 6, 2023
The Critical Minerals Institute (CMI),

an

international

organization for professionals and companies involved in the
critical minerals sector, is pleased to publish the first of the
monthly CMI Virtual Summit Series — InvestorIntel Hosts Battle
of the ESG Titans: Does ESG Work or Matter In Critical Minerals
Mining?
th

The CMI virtual summit, which was held on December 14 , featured
ESG and critical minerals expert Melissa “Mel” Sanderson head to
head with critical minerals expert and Hallgarten & Co Analyst
Christopher Ecclestone. The theme of the debate was whether ESG
(Environmental, Social, and Governance) principles work or
should be applied to the mining sector. Moderated by CMI Board
member Peter Clausi, the majority of viewers responded favorably
to Mel’s position and deemed her to be the people’s choice
winner.
Mel starts this debate by saying that ESG implementation is not
only important but essential for the resource industry to
minimize risk and attract investment capital, she concludes with
“Getting ESG right isn’t easy, but it sure is worth doing
right.” Moderated by CMI Director Peter Clausi, this debate
“…even took on the third rail of ESG, which is anthropomorphic
climate change.”
On the other side, Christopher starts with how ESG is just “old
wine in new bottles”, and exits with “For the emperors with no
clothes of the US asset management industry, ESG is the figleaf
of last resort.”
To access this full debate, click here
For more information on the Critical Minerals Institute, contact
Christine Segram at christine@criticalmineralsinstitute.com or
+1 416 792 8228 for more information.

Contract to supply the U.S.
Uranium Reserve puts Energy
Fuels in the pilot’s seat for
2023
written by Tracy Weslosky | January 6, 2023
The uranium market had a reasonable 2022 with uranium prices up
by 12%. The question on everyone’s mind is what will uranium
prices do in 2023?
Given that the world needs to move away from fossil fuels and
that nuclear offers reliable baseload power, smart nuclear looks
to be a solid bet for the world’s energy future, especially with
nuclear energy fueled by uranium now providing the U.S. with 50%
of its zero carbon power.
Uranium prices trending higher in recent years

Source: Trading Economics
Uranium demand vs supply
In the last few years experts have been predicting that we will
soon see uranium deficits accompanied by the higher prices
needed to encourage new production. The late 2021 uranium price
spike and continued rise in prices in 2022 suggests that
uranium’s time has finally arrived.
Energy Fuels CEO and President, Mark Chalmers, agrees: “Uranium
is benefiting from a wave of investment into nuclear energy to
address energy security and climate issues. At the same time,
there are major questions on uranium supply.”
Number one U.S. uranium producer Energy Fuels awarded a contract
to sell $18.5 million of uranium to the U.S. Uranium Reserve
Energy Fuels Inc. (NYSE American: UUUU | TSX: EFR) boasts that
they are the “largest U.S uranium producer, with more production
facilities, capacity & experience than other U.S. companies”.

Its size and low-cost production has led to numerous contracts,
including one to sell a base quantity of 3 million pounds of
total U3O8 deliveries over the next 8 years scheduled to start
this year. This already significant amount could increase up to
4.2 million pounds of deliveries, if all options are exercised.
The uranium is to be sold using a pricing formula which
maintains exposure to market upside, while limiting downside &
adjusting for inflation.
In addition Energy Fuels announced on December 16, 2022, that it
had been awarded a contract to sell $18.5 million of uranium to
the U.S. Uranium Reserve. Energy Fuels expects to complete the
sale of uranium for the Uranium Reserve to NNSA during Q1-2023.
Mark S. Chalmers, CEO and President of Energy Fuels, talks about
the announced contract:
“Energy Fuels is pleased to contribute to U.S. energy security
by supplying U.S.-origin uranium to the U.S. uranium
reserve. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has highlighted America’s
troubling dependence on Russia and its allies for our nuclear
fuel and uranium supply, and the need for the U.S. to rebuild
its uranium and nuclear fuel capabilities. Today, nuclear energy
provides the U.S. with roughly 20% of all electricity, and 50%
of our clean, carbon-free electricity… For the past several
years, U.S. uranium production has been near-zero and our only
uranium conversion facility has been shut-down. The Uranium
Reserve is a small, but important, step toward resolving this
untenable situation.”
Energy Fuels is much more than just a uranium producer, also
producing rare earths, vanadium, medical isotopes, and recycling
operations (of materials that contain uranium)
The core of Energy Fuels is their U.S. uranium assets and
production, but they offer much more.

Energy Fuels’ White Mesa Mill in Utah is the only existing
facility in North America currently processing monazite ore to
recover uranium, but also removing other radioactive elements
and producing advanced rare earths products. In March 2022 the
company began commercial scale rare earths separation &
production of mixed rare earths carbonate, containing 32%-34%
NdPr. Energy Fuels has a pilot-scale solvent extraction (SX)
rare earths separation operation capable of producing 1-2 kg of
NdPr oxide per day. Their plan is to expand this to 500-1,000MT
of NdPr oxide per year by 2023-24. There is also a plan to
produce heavy rare earths by 2026-27 at their White Mesa Mill.
Energy Fuels’ White Mesa Mill is also a significant U.S.
producer of vanadium. In 2022 the Company sold ~575,000 lbs. of
vanadium at an average price of $13.44/lb. Energy Fuels is
selectively selling existing inventory (currently ~1 million
lbs.) into market strength.
Medical isotopes are in critical demand. Energy Fuels state that
there are “several isotopes required for emerging cancer
therapies (“targeted alpha therapy”) that naturally occur in the
White Mesa Mill’s existing uranium & REE process streams” and
that they are “evaluating the potential to recover radium to
create a U.S. supply chain for this critical element.”
Energy Fuels
companies

comparison

to

other

North

American

uranium

Source: Company presentation
Closing comments
Energy Fuels looks ready to benefit in 2023 as market dynamics
are in place to boost demand and prices for uranium. The company
has a large existing inventory of both uranium and vanadium and
the ability to quickly ramp up supply as shown by its recent
contract to sell $18.5 million of uranium to the U.S. Uranium
Reserve. Energy Fuels has an added bonus in that they also give
investors exposure to a growing portfolio of green energy
related metals and technology – including rare earths NdPr,
vanadium, and recycling materials that contain natural uranium.
Energy Fuels trades on a current market cap of US$978 million, a
2023 PE of 11.8x.

Will 2023 be a breaking point
for the EV revolution?
written by Jack Lifton | January 6, 2023
In 2023 well funded, or at least funded, development of deposits
of critical minerals into mines will continue providing that the
target production of the minerals is projected to be profitable,
and the first product is projected to be delivered on time.
Savvy readers know that my above statement is just boilerplate
for an OEM automotive annual report. It’s tautological, its
conclusion is contained in its premises. It is not at all
certain that high-tech, critical minerals producers and
processors, will be ready or even existent by the time the
minerals can be delivered to their end-user manufacturers.
Even the car makers who have been so generous (or profligate) in
their “investments” in critical mineral production and projects
have finally begun to realize that their future demand projects,
when measured against contemporary real world supply, have
caused critical minerals prices to go too high to support their
inclusion in the consumer products manufactured from them.
Lithium is a prime example.
Worse than that the bankers who once viewed car makers as AAA
investments are now very concerned at the profligate use of the
enormous lines of credit by the car makers being used to fund
critical minerals wannabes that the banks themselves would never
consider. “Use retained earnings” has been the response of
credit line providers asked to cover such “investments.”
It’s time that car makers performed a due diligence on the
critical minerals’ supply space.

They need to ascertain whether or not the supply of finished
components necessary for the assembly of motor vehicles, such as
batteries, traction electric motors, miniature accessory
electric motors, and, yes, even catalytic converters can meet
current and all future demand.
Simultaneously, they need to predict and mandate price maximums
for critical minerals that they can afford if their products are
to be saleable.
For the first time, they need to address the lifetimes, as well
as the costs, of critical mineral enabled components, since
consumers will have to keep the vehicles for much longer than in
the past in order to be able to afford them at all.
They need to assess these factors for minerals, metals, and
manufactured components dependent upon lithium, cobalt, nickel
and the rare earths.
If car makers are to change over from ICE powertrains to BEVs
then they need to do this right now, and they need to recruit
managers and analysts who can do the job.
2023 is a breaking point
revolution/transformation.

if

there

is

to

be

an

EV

Nano One’s Dan Blondal on the
Umicore
joint
development

agreement and scaling up the
battery materials space
written by InvestorIntel | January 6, 2023
Tracy Weslosky chats with Nano One Materials Corp.‘s (TSX: NANO)
Founder, CEO, and Director, Dan Blondal, to discuss their recent
Joint Development Agreement with Umicore. Nano One and Umicore
have entered into a joint development agreement to improve the
throughput and cost of cathode manufacturing with the goal of
making Umicore’s cathode materials using Nano One’s patented
M2CAM® One-Pot process. Umicore is a massive company in the
battery materials space, with €2.1 billion (turnover of €13.8
billion) in revenue in the first half of 2022, making this
announcement exciting for the Nano One team.
Dan goes on to say, “We can’t get to terawatt hours of batteries
and electric cars in everybody’s driveways unless we solve some
of the big problems associated with the scale up of this
industry.” The agreement leverages both parties’ technologies
for cathode materials to drive down cost, complexity, and
environmental footprint. Nano One shareholders can anticipate
seeing impacts on the bottom line in years, as the project is
measured in multiple phases with go/no-go milestones.
To access the full InvestorIntel interview, click here
Don’t miss other InvestorIntel interviews. Subscribe to the
InvestorIntel YouTube channel by clicking here.
About Nano One Materials Corp.
Nano One Materials Corp (Nano One) is a clean technology company
with a patented, scalable and low carbon intensity industrial
process for the low-cost production of high-performance lithium-

ion battery cathode materials. It employs approximately 120
people at its innovation and commercialization hubs in British
Columbia and Québec, including the only LFP plant and production
team in North America. It has strategic collaborations and
partnerships, that include Rio Tinto, BASF, Umicore, CBMM and
various automotive OEMs.
Nano One’s technology is applicable to electric vehicles, energy
storage, consumer electronics and next generation batteries in
the global push for a zero-emission future. Its One-Pot process,
its coated single crystal materials, and its Metal to Cathode
Active Material (M2CAM®) technologies address fundamental
performance needs and supply chain constraints; they also reduce
equipment and raw material costs, operating expenses, and carbon
intensity; and they eliminate a significant waste stream for a
much-improved environmental footprint.
The company aims to pilot and demonstrate its technology as
turn-key CAM production solutions for license, joint venture and
independent production opportunities. This leverages Canadian
talent, critical minerals, renewable energy, and a thriving
ecosystem with access to large emerging markets in North
America, Europe and the Indo-Pacific region. Nano One has
received funding from the Government of Canada and Government of
British Columbia.
To learn more about Nano One Materials Corp., click here
Disclaimer: Nano One Materials Corp. is an advertorial member of
InvestorIntel Corp.
This interview, which was produced by InvestorIntel Corp.,
(IIC), does not contain, nor does it purport to contain, a
summary of all the material information concerning the “Company”
being interviewed. IIC offers no representations or warranties
that any of the information contained in this interview is

accurate or complete.
This presentation may contain “forward-looking statements”
within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities
legislation. Forward-looking statements are based on the
opinions and assumptions of the management of the Company as of
the date made. They are inherently susceptible to uncertainty
and other factors that could cause actual events/results to
differ materially from these forward-looking statements.
Additional risks and uncertainties, including those that the
Company does not know about now or that it currently deems
immaterial, may also adversely affect the Company’s business or
any investment therein.
Any projections given are principally intended for use as
objectives and are not intended, and should not be taken, as
assurances that the projected results will be obtained by the
Company. The assumptions used may not prove to be accurate and a
potential decline in the Company’s financial condition or
results of operations may negatively impact the value of its
securities. Prospective investors are urged to review the
Company’s profile on Sedar.com and to carry out independent
investigations in order to determine their interest in investing
in the Company.
If you have any questions surrounding the content of this
interview, please contact us at +1 416 792 8228 and/or email us
direct at info@investorintel.com.

Understanding why the Nano One
JDA
with
Umicore
is
significant in the battery
materials world
written by Dean Bristow | January 6, 2023
Unfortunately, a publicly traded company can’t do much about the
timing of news as they are required to disclose material
information pretty much immediately. When you put out a press
release on December 21st, when everyone is seemingly obsessed
with holiday travel issues and winter storm warnings, it can
potentially fly under the radar of investors. Pile on a market
that was visited by the Grinch for all but one day in the last
two weeks (ironically the best day in that period for the S&P
500 was Dec 21) and you can see how there is the potential for a
very meaningful piece of news to appear to get lost in the
shuffle.
I’m referring to recent news from Nano One Materials Corp. (TSX:
NANO) that stated it had entered into a Joint Development
Agreement (JDA) for production process technologies for cathode
active materials (CAM) for lithium-ion batteries with Umicore.
This is a really big deal for Nano One, but before I explore why
that’s the case let’s look at why I think the market appears to
have either missed it or ignored it. Sure the stock rallied
almost 8% the day the news came out, but as I noted above, it
was a good day for the market overall and many stocks saw
substantial gains that day. In the case of Nano One, the volume
traded that day was not out of the ordinary, and the share price
has subsequently sold off to below where it was trading when
this news first came out. More telling (at least to me), is that

there isn’t a noticeably above average trading volume day since
this news. Yes, overall market volume has been below average for
the last few days, but if a company puts out material news,
somebody will take notice, and it appears (based on trading
volume) no one has.
At this point, you might be thinking I’m the one missing the
point and perhaps the news isn’t as big a deal as I’m making it
out to be. I can live with that but I’ll let you be the judge as
I flesh out what this could mean for Nano One.
Let’s start with who the JDA was signed with – Umicore. Belgiumbased Umicore SA is a significant player in the battery
materials world, with revenues of €2.1 billion (turnover of
€13.8 billion) in the first half of 2022 and currently employs
11,350 people. It is a leading circular materials technology
company with an extensive expertise in the fields of material
science, chemistry, and metallurgy. Umicore is the largest
producer of cathode material outside of Asia, and they are far
and away the Western world’s largest recycler of technology
metals. They are a dominant player in LCO batteries and nickel
rich cathode materials. Canadian readers may recall the July 13th
announcement of plans to build a C$1.5 billion battery supply
chain plant near Kingston, Ontario. Additionally, Umicore has a
joint venture with Volkswagen AG to build precursor and cathode
material production capacities in Europe to supply Volkswagen
AG’s European battery cell production.
And what could all this mean for Nano One? If the JDA is
successful in increasing throughput for high nickel NMC cathode
active materials while reducing costs and environmental
footprint, we could see Umicore making their cathode materials
using Nano One’s patented M2CAM® One-Pot process technology. Now
you can see why it’s important to understand who Umicore is and
what they’ve got going on. This could be huge for Nano One,

albeit both the Kingston facility and the Volkswagen joint
venture aren’t slated to be in production until 2025.
Nevertheless, Nano One is on a roll and continues to make
material progress. When I last discussed Nano One in August, I
commented on how years of hard work was starting to come
together and that momentum was starting to snowball. At the time
they had recently acquired 100% of the shares of Johnson Matthey
Battery Materials Ltd. located in Candiac, Québec, signing a
joint development agreement for lithium-ion battery materials
with industry giant BASF, and announced a US$10 million equity
investment by one of the world’s largest mining companies, Rio
Tinto. This latest deal with Umicore brings further credibility
to Nano One and signals that this well funded (almost C$46
million in working capital), C$235 million market company
appears to be headed in the right direction.

The Navajo Nation shows the
mining industry how ‘Hozro’ is
the only path forward.
written by Melissa (Mel) Sanderson | January 6, 2023
There is a word in the Navajo language, in English written as:
“hozro.” This one word encapsulates an important philosophy for
the Navajo people, as it translates to mean putting oneself in
harmony with one’s surroundings. “Hozro” has helped the Navajo,
one of the largest Tribes in the US, to coexist more
harmoniously than many other Tribes with the dominant White
culture. The Navajo reservation is the largest in the US and

hosts many natural resources
development of the country.

essential

to

the

economic

These resources have not always been developed either
harmoniously, respectfully or conscientiously by companies.
Uranium mining on the Navajo reservation remains a disgraceful
episode in US history, with radioactive contamination of
essential water sources and soil and associated human sickness
and death still a reality, not a memory, for many Navajo
families. As a consequence, many Navajo are adamantly opposed to
new uranium mining anywhere on or near the reservation.
Despite this, coal mining has a much more successful history
with the Navajo. Until 2019, when the Navajo Generating Plant
closed, many Navajo worked both at the coal mine feeding the
Plant and in the Plant itself for 45 years. The Navajo Nation
initially attempted to purchase just the coal mine, but then
pivoted to a much more ambitious vision, establishing the Navajo
Transitional Energy Company (NTEC). NTEC’s website states its
mission is: to be a reliable, safe producer of coal, while
diversifying the Navajo Nation’s energy resources to create
economic sustainability for the Nation and the Navajo People.
One visible effort by the company is the large solar panel
array near Kayenta on the reservation.
Less visible efforts include building a mining portfolio, until
recently heavily focused on coal. NTEC owns and operates the
Antelope and Cordero Rojo coal mines in Wyoming, Spring Creek in
Montana, and Navajo Mine in New Mexico (the latter located on
the reservation). Utilizing its multi-generational mining
expertise, NTEC has built a sound operational foundation and
increasingly is being recognized for its efforts. In November of
this year, the National Mining Association, in conjunction with
the Department of the Interior’s Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement recognized NTEC with two awards, for

Mine Safety and for Stewardship of National Resources through
Reclamation.
But while building on its strengths NTEC also kept an eye on its
mission to develop sustainable energy sources. In 2019 NTEC took
an investment position in both Texas Mineral Resources Corp.
(OTCQB: TMRC) and its USA Rare Earth project in Round Top Texas.
More recently, NTEC has entered a more active partnership with
Arizona Lithium Limited (ASX: AZL | OTCQB: AZLAF) to develop the
Big Sandy lithium project near Wikieup, Arizona. This latest
agreement may pose potential difficulties for NTEC, however.
NTEC’s December 5 announcement of the strategic alliance states
that “NTEC has committed to lead the operational development of
Big Sandy, which will include everything from Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) project permitting, mine design, drilling
environmental assessments, and construction and contract mining
operations. The agreement provides for AZL and NTEC to commence
work towards development of the Big Sandy project while at the
same time continuing due diligence and negotiation of a
definitive agreement.”
The announcement goes on to say that when NTEC meets certain
mining development milestones with respect to Big Sandy, it
(NTEC) will receive remuneration in cash or AZL shares and
options to purchase additional ordinary shares. Importantly, the
announcement notes that “NTEC understands the cultural
significance of the land near the mining site. The company plans
to work with the Navajo Nation and other Indian Nations to
ensure the development at Big Sandy prioritizes appropriate
cultural and environmental safeguards throughout the process.”
This latter statement appears to be a reference to the
opposition of the Hualapai Nation to the Big Sandy project,
which abuts the Hualapai lands in one area but does not lie

within the Hualapai reservation. A December 15 interview on KNAU
News Talk noted that “In April of 2021, the Hualapai Tribal
Council passed a resolution strongly objecting to the proposed
mining claim area, citing devastating impacts to significant
cultural and spiritual resources.” Likewise, the Environmental
Justice Atlas registers the Hualapai opposition, with the
Hualapai claiming that exploratory drilling has affected a
sacred spring on their land. According to the Atlas, the project
also faces opposition from some residents of nearby Wikieup,
Arizona.
It would appear that the Navajo, as part of the strategic
agreement with AZL, may be about to become entangled in trying
to resolve a pre-existing conflict between AZL and the Hualapai.
If so, this could pose problems for not only the two Tribes but
also BLM and the broader Department of the Interior, whose
permitting processes require it to take into account objections
from Native peoples to mining projects. BLM also is supposed to
give priority to critical materials projects, including lithium,
which is essential to the development of the electric vehicle
industry, a growing component of the Arizona economy.
Kudos to the Navajo Nation for focusing on cooperation instead
of conflict, and for taking the standard model of indigenous
involvement in mining to new and more lucrative levels. In this
particular case, let us see if “hozro” can prevail.

A look at the nickel sector

and the leading companies as
we head into 2023
written by Matt Bohlsen | January 6, 2023
Nickel prices have had a very good year in 2022, up 43% YTD to
US$28,199/t at the time of writing. This has been mostly due to
a tight market with demand remaining strong and limited new
supply.
2023 is forecast to be another tight year for the nickel market,
although some analysts are concerned with potential new supply
from Indonesia. Sumitomo sees a tight nickel supply/demand
balance for the battery sector with some potential oversupply of
nickel pig iron (NPI) in 2023. Nickel pig iron is a low grade
ferronickel commonly used in China as a cheaper alternative to
pure nickel for the production of stainless steel.
Sumitomo Metal Mining forecasts (as of Sept. 2022) small nickel
deficits for 2022 and 2023

Source: Sumitomo Metal Mining (see page 11)
A huge demand wave ahead for nickel this decade and next
Looking out further, in 2021 the IEA forecast that nickel demand
is set to increase by 7x to 19x from 2020 to 2040. This is
driven by conventional demand from stainless steel plus surging
demand from batteries, mostly to supply the electric vehicle
boom. Not all batteries will use nickel; however nickel,
manganese, cobalt (NMC) cathode batteries are set to remain as a
dominant battery chemistry in Western markets due to their
superb energy density, combined with a good long cycle life. In
2022, the IEA forecast that 60 new nickel mines would be needed
by 2030.
Jessica Farrell, BHP’s Asset President of Nickel West, recently
was quoted as stating: “We anticipate demand for nickel in the
next 30 years will be 200% to 300% of the demand in the previous
30 years”.
The leading nickel companies
Vale S.A. (NYSE: VALE) is consistently in the top 3 global
leading producers of nickel. In 2020 they ranked second
producing 215,000t. In 2021, Vale was the world’s largest iron
ore and nickel producer with iron ore and pellets making up 81%
of revenue in Q2, 2022, nickel making up 9%, and copper 3%. Vale
has been working on expanding production capacity of both iron
ore and nickel. Vale’s key nickel assets are well located in
Voisey’s Bay in Canada. Vale has nickel supply agreements to
supply nickel to Tesla (NASDAQ: SLA), Ford Motor Co. (NYSE: F),
Northvolt, and more recently General Motors (NYSE: GM). Vale’s
stock currently trades on a 2023 PE of only 5.97 and an
indicative 2023 dividend yield of 6.6%.
Norilsk Nickel was the leading global nickel producer in 2020

with 236,000t. Being a Russian company 2022 has not been kind
for investors in Nornickel with the stock price plunging and
stock trading being suspended from all Western stock exchanges.
Nornickel recently stated: “MMC Norilsk Nickel shares are listed
on the Moscow and on the Saint-Petersburg Stock Exchanges, ADRs
are accepted for trading on the Saint-Petersburg Stock
Exchange.”
Glencore PLC (LSE: GLEN | OTC: GLCNF) ranked the number 3
leading global nickel producer in 2020 with 110,000t of
production. Glencore’s 2022 production for the first 9 months of
the year was 81,600t, 15% up on the same period in 2021.
BHP Group Limited (NYSE: BHP) is ranked 4th in 2020 with 80,000t
of nickel production. BHP’s Nickel West mine has been ramping up
operations in recent times with ore sent to BHP’s Kwinana Nickel
Refinery which can produce 100,000tpa of nickel sulphate. BHP is
looking to grow their nickel business and recently announced a
takeover offer of OZ Minerals Limited (ASX: OZL) (who themselves
have an option deal to acquire Havilah Resources’ Kalkaroo
Project in SA that contains copper, gold and cobalt).
BHP’s Nickel West operations in Western Australia

Source: BHP website
Others – Other key global nickel producers include Jinchuan
Group (HK: 2362), Sumitomo Metal Mining Co. (TYO: 5713 | OTC:

SMMYY), Anglo American (LSE: AAL | OTC: AAUKF), Eramet (OTC:
ERMAY), Sherritt International (TSX: S | OTC: SHERF), IGO
Limited (ASX: IGO | OTC: IIDDY), Panoramic Resources (ASX: PAN |
OTC: PANRF), Nickel Industries Limited (ASX: NIC | OTC: NICMF),
Nickel 28 Capital Corp. (TSXV: NKL), Mincor Resources (ASX: MCR
| OTC: MCRZF), and a few more.
Closing remarks
2022 was a great year for the nickel sector. 2023 looks like
being a bit tougher as a global slowdown looms and as new
Indonesia supply comes online; however, looking out this decade
it looks hard to see where the 60 new nickel mines needed will
come from.
There are several exciting nickel juniors working to fill the
impending nickel supply gap this decade. Some are ii8 members
here at InvestorIntel, such as Power Nickel (TSXV: PNPN), so
feel free to read up on them over the upcoming Christmas break.

The Department of Defense
starts the Invest in Critical
Minerals Strategy with the
Letter “A”
written by Dean Bristow | January 6, 2023
What’s old is new again. How many times have we seen an old,
either abandoned or suspended mining operation, all of a sudden
come back into relevance? This seems to be happening more often

as supply chains and global political maneuvering have sparked a
race to “onshore” as many things as possible. However, today
was a new one for me – antimony. It’s not necessarily at the top
of the list of critical materials, as everyone seems to be
focusing on the big five (lithium, manganese, nickel, cobalt,
graphite) for EV batteries along with copper.
But here are some little know facts that may change your mind
about antimony, which is on the U.S. Department of the
Interior’s critical minerals list. Antimony trisulfide is
essential to national defense as a key component for munitions
and primers used in every branch of the armed services.
Additionally, every military uniform is coated with antimony to
provide fire protection and minimize infrared detection. It is
also a useful material for the energy transition as a glass
clarifier in solar panels or as a metal strengthener to wind
turbine components. More recently, antimony is gaining
recognition as a battery metal for its role in liquid metal
battery technology. Yet, the U.S. has no domestic antimony
production at present. Even more challenging, roughly 90% of
global antimony production is controlled by China, Russia, and
Tajikistan. Not exactly, the names you want at the top of your
list of a “must have” commodity.
This explains why a domestic mining company was just awarded a
Technology Investment Agreement of up to US$24.8 million under
Title III of the Defense Production Act (“DPA”). That’s right,
the Department of Defense has stepped up to the plate to work
with Perpetua Resources Corp. (NASDAQ: PPTA | TSX: PPTA) to
complete environmental and engineering studies necessary to
obtain a Final Environmental Impact Statement, a Final Record of
Decision, and other ancillary permits to sustain the domestic
production of antimony trisulfide capability for defense
energetic materials. All of this would be for the Stibnite Gold
Project where Perpetua Resources is focused on the exploration,

site restoration and redevelopment of gold-antimony-silver
deposits in the Stibnite-Yellow Pine district of central Idaho.
The Stibnite Project is one of the highest-grade, open pit gold
deposits in the United States and is designed to apply a modern,
responsible mining approach to restore an abandoned mine site
and produce both gold and the only mined source of antimony in
the United States. Further advancing Perpetua Resources’ ESG and
sustainable mining goals, the Project will be powered by the
lowest carbon emissions grid in the nation and a portion of the
antimony produced from the Project will be supplied to Ambri, a
US-based company commercializing a low-cost liquid metal battery
essential for the low-carbon energy transition.
There’s a lot of interesting things at play here but before you
get too excited about this project, it should be noted that
there is a lot of work to be done because of all the work that
wasn’t done back in the 1930’s and 1940’s. In the absence of
modern environmental knowledge and regulation, and later to meet
wartime demands, the first generation of miners at Stibnite
placed mill tailings wherever they could in the Meadow Creek
Valley. By the time mining operations ceased in the 1950’s, more
than four million cubic yards of tailings had been placed in the
upper valley. In 1959, government officials ordered the mine to
breach the tailings containment and Meadow Creek flowed through,
rather than around, the tailings. Over the next 20 years, an
estimated 10,000 cubic yards of tailings were eroded by wind and
water and washed downstream into the East Fork of the South Fork
of the Salmon River system.
Not surprisingly, the proposed Stibnite Gold Project is in the
sixth year of review under the National Environmental Policy
Act. However, Perpetua expects that current cash resources,
combined with the full DPA agreement, would provide the Company
with sufficient liquidity to complete permitting and early

restoration activities on the current timeline as well as
additional liquidity to begin advancing construction readiness.
Once back in production, Stibnite is expected to average ~35% of
U.S. antimony demand. Plus, the gold component of the mine has
pretty appealing economics as well with a 2020 feasibility study
suggesting an NPV (5%) of US$1.3 billion using US$1,600/oz gold
price, average annual gold production of ~465,000 ounces at a
very impressive AISC of <US$450/oz leading to average annual
EBITDA >US$550 million.
I harken back to a saying used by Tom Hanks’ character in “A
League of Their Own” (although that isn’t the original source,
it’s just one of the more notable ones) “If it were easy,
everyone would do it”. Reclaiming and resuscitating the Stibnite
Gold project is not an easy task. But Perpetua definitely has
momentum on its side and a very influential supporter in the
form of the Department of Defense. It would appear they have as
good a chance as any to restore commercial operations at what is
arguably a very important (and potentially lucrative) asset.

